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Hello Memorial! My name
is Nic Braico. I’m a senior, and I’m the

sports editor for the Sword and Shield. I really
enjoy being the sports editor because there’s
always new and interesting things to report
on, whether it be at Memorial, or in the professional sports world. Every month we try to
have at least one article highlighting the Memorial sports teams, so make sure you check it
out! As we head towards Spring Break, remember to keep pushing towards the end of the
year. 4th quarter is right around the corner.
Go Spartans!
STUDENT LIFE

NEWS

ARTS & ENTER.

4 // ACT Tips
5 // Gender Equity
Association Recap
5 // Spartan Awareness Club Update
6 // Things to do Over
Spring Break!

10 // Trump Impeachment Trial Ends:
President Remains in
Office
11 // New Coronavirus Has a Worldwide
Impact
12 // Nonpartisanship
of Justice Department
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12 // What is Happenning with the
Royal Family?
13 // New Hampshire
Primary: Big Wins
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Learn about what you
should do this Spring
Break to make the best of
your week off!
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7 // Signs of Healthy
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Bathrooms
What should Memorial
do about the state of the
bathrooms? How should
they be fixed? Learn!
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STUDENT LIFE
ACT TIPS

By Jessica Jiang
This year, the all-junior ACT will be on March 7 while non-juniors
will have the day off. Testing will begin at 8:00 AM and end at
about 1:15 PM. As test day is approaching quickly, here are some
last-minute tips on how to best prepare.
Review Concepts.
Do some reading over of concepts that you find trickier. These could
be math equations, grammar rules, or reading passage tips. If you are
able to, review these every night before the day of the test to try and
solidify them.
Do a few practice questions.
Even more useful than reviewing concepts is actually doing some problems to implement them. Do a few questions from each section each night
to help build up muscle memory.
Write down which questions you got wrong.
By logging down which questions you get wrong, you can try to find patterns in concepts or ideas that give you
difficulty. Record your mistakes so that you can see your progress over time, and most effectively and efficiently
hone in on a few key concepts.
Review Concepts.
Do some last minute review over key ideas and concepts that you are still having trouble with. You want to make
sure to absorb every last bit of information you can!
Do a few practice questions.
Try to maintain a habit of doing a few practice problems up until the test, perhaps with the exception of the night
before so you can relax. This will keep up your test-taking skills so you can be more confident in yourself in the
exam!
Get a good night’s sleep.
It is vital that you rest up before the test. Not having quality sleep will mean slower thinking time, and on a test
based on speed, that can be detrimental to your performance. Make sure that you get at least 8 hours the day before the test.
For the Day of the Test:
Eat a balanced breakfast. You don’t want to take the test on an empty stomach! Try to include some protein and
fiber in a healthy breakfast so you have the energy for four hours of testing, and stay away from processed sugary
foods like donuts, which can cause an energy crash.
Get to JMM early.
The test will start at 8:00 AM promptly, but you need to be there at 7:40 to ensure that you get to the correct
room so you can start bubbling before 8. Don’t let yourself become stressed about running late, as this will mess
with your calamity and your test performance.
Relax.
If you prepared, then you will do great! Try to stay calm and relax so that you don’t freeze up during the exam.
And if you didn’t prepare as much as you would have liked, remember that a test score does not define your character or your opportunities!
4
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JMM GENDER EQUITY
ASSOCIATION UPDATE

By Maggie Di Sanza
The JMM Gender Equity Association has had quite a
busy February, and are looking forward to moving into
March! During February, we focused on both intersectional and environmental feminism. We discussed how
the fast fashion industry impacts women and gender
non-conforming people, as well as how we can use our
privelege to fight for and listen to other marginalized
people. We had an incredibly successful clothing drive,
where we collected a great deal of clothes to donate to
local women’s shelters, and promote environmental
feminism, and thinking more about our impact on the
environment. Overall, February was an incredibly successful month!
In March, we will be focusing on menstrual equity,
and Human Rights Week! For menstrual equity month,
we will be volunteering at women’s shelters around the
Madison community, continuing our work on education
and altering health curriculum, and finally discussing
female access to reproductive healthcare.
If you are interested in joining the Gender Equity Association, come to our meetings on Tuesdays and Thursdays
in room 804 during lunch; or, reach out to the Co-Presidents Maggie Di Sanza (mgdisanza@madison.k12.wi.us),
By Jassi Chahal
Melanie Golden (megolden@madison.k12.wi.us), or the
Hello Spartans! Spartan Awareness just had their
club email (jmmgenderequity@gmail.com). We can’t wait
February fundraiser to raise money for the American
to see you at all of our future events!
Heart Association. We sold many treats this Valentine’s Day, including rice krispies, brownies, lemon
bars, and cookies! Just from one day of selling, we
made more than $200! A special shout out and thank
you to everyone that bought a treat, the money is
going towards a great cause!
For the rest of March, we’re thinking about diving
into helping out some local community organizations! There are great ones nearby like NAMI and
JDRF. The officers are thinking about focusing more
on what we can do at school to promote these great
organizations. Some ideas include volunteering at an
event, participating in a walk, or doing an awareness
day!
We meet every Friday in Room 615 at the beginning of lunch, stop on by! Even if you don’t want to
dedicate yourself fully to the club, come on by and
help out one day with a fundraiser! Anyone is welcome to come to our meetings and contribute. We’re
all about community outreach! See you next Friday!

SPARTAN AWARENESS
CLUB UPDATE

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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THINGS TO DO OVER SPRING BREAK

By Jessica Jiang
Spring break is finally arriving soon! From March 30 to April 3, we will all be able to relish in a week off from
school. Here are 12 suggestions if you are searching for ideas:
Take a Road Trip
Spring break is an excellent time to spend time with your family, and what better way to have quality time with
your loved ones than being stuck in a car for hours on end?
Go on a college visit
If you are going into junior or senior year next year, it might be helpful for you to consider taking a college tour
over spring break. This will help you as you consider possible universities you would like to attend and to assess
the curriculum, accessibility, and cost of each one. It will also get you thinking about the application process and
how you might want to approach them.
Catch up on sleep
Now that you have some more free time without school, treat yourself to sleeping in late. As a busy high schooler
and teenager, you need to get as much as you can, preferably at least 8 hours!
Catch up on homework
If you have unfinished assignments, make sure to catch up on those! That way you don’t have to worry about that
when you get back, and you won’t be troubled with that as school begins again.
Study for AP Exams
With AP exams coming up in May, make sure to prepare early so you’re not left cramming a few days before!
Start laying out a schedule for studying during spring break to get a head start. This is a great opportunity to start
working with a slow progression to relieve some of the stress that may come later.
Read a book
Kick back and relax with a nice book (that isn’t required reading Not only will this help with your reading skills,
but it’s a great way to step outside the business of normal life and into a new world!
Take a walk
Enjoy the (hopefully) warmer weather and go for a walk around the neighborhood or at a nearby park. You can
go alone or with friends and family. Either way, take time to get some fresh air!
Catch up with friends
The long school days leave little time for proper social connection, so gather
your friends to do
something fun! Find an activity you can all enjoy to take advantage of all your
free time.
Go shopping
Seasons change, and so do you and your wardrobe!
If you have the time (and the patience) to
go looking for outfits, make
sure to grab items that show
your unique personality and
what you want to express.
Get a Part-Time Job
A good way to start saving
some money for the summer is to get a part-time
job during spring break.
This also can give you
experience for possible
long term jobs you may
consider over summer or
during the school year.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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URINETOWN RECAP

By Brynn Sailing
As many of you have heard or seen, Urinetown: the Musical has hit our very own auditorium! The winter
musical at JMM has continued to live up to the high expectations that we have for our Drama Department, and
the talent that was seen in this show is nothing short of spectacular. In addition to the tireless hours put in by the
cast during rehearsals, the crew has been equally as busy behind the scenes, helping the show come to life. Brodde
Peterson (junior) made an outstanding performance as young Bobby Strong, the charismatic and impassioned
boy who formed a revolution to give everyone the right to go to the bathroom. Libby Pleva (sophomore) made
a similarly exceptional impression as Hope Cladwell,
the daughter of a corrupt
capitalist who broke away
from societal expectations
and helped lead the revolution. The storyline follows
that of Bobby Strong, his
mother Josephine Strong,
Lil Sally, and the rest of the
less fortunate citizens of
the town who are sick of
conforming to the horrific
extortionate conditions.
Their continuous fight for
freedom against Caldwell B.
Cladwell, his assistant Penelope Pennywise, and his
brutish enforcers Lockstock and Barrel comprise the overall plot of the show, but don’t be fooled- there are many
surprises that will be sure to rock your socks! Opening night for the show was Friday, February 7th @7:30 at the
Buchhauser Auditorium, and the following shows were the day after and the Friday and Saturday the following
week. The cast and crew were both eager to unveil the project to the public, and the first two shows on opening
weekend both went splendidly! Turnout did increase by the time the third show rolled around, and the last two
shows on February 14th and 15th were also outstanding. The cast and crew are all extremely grateful for your
support and love for their craft!

SIGNS OF HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY DRINKING

By Brynn Sailing
There’s a lot of stigma surrounding alcoholism,but very little is done to inform about the illness of the addiction
as well as the ways that alcohol can be used without being deemed problematic. It’s important to understand the
differences between casual drinking and dangerous drinking habits, especially as drinking should be avoided until
your brain has finished developing- sometime around twenty-five. If any of the following apply to you, maybe
it’s time to reconsider your relationship with alcohol.
1. Drink more, or longer, than you plan to.
2. Have tried to cut back or stop more than once and couldn’t do it.
3. Spend a lot of time drinking, being sick, or hungover.
4. Have problems with work, school, or family because of your habit
It’s definitely still possible to maintain a healthy relationship with alcohol if you are interested- and this is
especially important for teenagers and young adults looking to explore the concept while operating under safe
conditions.
1. Eat first - filling up on nutritious and satisfying food before drinking helps to slow the alcohol entering your
system and helps to keep your blood sugar at an acceptable level.
2. Get plenty of rest - both before and after drinking
3. Plan ahead - you must know your limits and determine how much you’re going to drink, as well as plan for
safe transportation (track your consumption during the process!)
4. Pay attention to your location and environment- maintaining an awareness of your surroundings is always
smart, whether it’s for general safety reasons or understanding your needs (an especially humid room might require more constant hydration.
5. Stay hydrated - always be sure to keep up the pace of H2O while drinking, to avoid bad reactions like headaches, nausea, etc.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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JMM FORENSICS TEAM THE STATE OF THE
By Julianna Baldo
BATHROOMS
The Memorial forensics team has been having

By Davis Hardy
We need bathroom renovations immediately. We go to
school 7 hours and 22 minutes a day- about a third of the
day. Students usually go to the bathroom 1-4 times in the
school day. You may begin to realize that the bathrooms
in our school are used at least once a day by Memorial’s
population. However, many students avoid the bathrooms
at school and choose to hold it the whole day due to the
state of disrepair that the restrooms are in right now. I,
along with the rest of the student body, are tired of the
disgusting, dysfunctional restrooms that this school offers.
By Aarushi Vyas
I am calling upon the district and the school to release a
Spartan Youth Service is Memorial’s largest volplan to renovate the restrooms at this school. If the school
unteering club and the perfect one to join if you’re
in conjunction with the district continues to disregard the
looking to get some more hours for college applicahealth of the student body, they are indirectly making the
tions or NHS! We provide you with a wide variety
learning environment -which Memorial is supposed to beof events, ranging in everything from Cat Care to
worse.
outdoor events at the Farley Center. SYS has over
While writing this article I looked for any reference of
100 members so you’ll always have a friend no
bathroom maintenance in the proposed budget for next
matter what event you sign up for. We meet every
year. The only money allocated to restroom renovations
Wednesday after school in the Wisconsin Study
at Memorial was for the Mansfield bathrooms and team
Center. Meetings generally end at 4:15, and snacks
rooms. They are putting aside $200,000 for this renovaand drinks will always be provided!
tion as well as devoting $1 million to cabinet replacements
Follow our socials: @jmm.sys on Insta and JMM
throughout the district. I am quite certain that the bathSYS on Facebook for more updates. Feel free to
rooms are used more than the cabinets in all the schools in
shoot us a DM if you have any more questions!
our district. I am also confident that the bathrooms inside
of the school are used at least 10 times as much as the bathrooms and accompanying team rooms in Mansfield.
I find it completely illogical to renovate funcional facilities instead of overhauling the bathrooms which receive
By Grace Runo
90% of the use. Students who are distracted by their bowels
For four months, the JMM Mock Trial Team has
won’t be as focused in class and therefore will not learn as
been preparing for the Regional Tournament on
February 8th. They put in countless hours of effort, much as their peers that aren’t distracted by their urge to
go. Bathroom improvements are necessary to maintain a
averaging out to an hour every day. With help from
functional learning environment at Memorial.
two attorneys and Ms. Burda, the team ended up
compiling a stellar case. They did all of this with
nine people, three of whom took on double roles to
fill in the required twelve positions. The Regional Tournament has four rounds, each lasting two
hours, in which the teams must compete. Our Mock
Trial Team ended up winning one out of their four
rounds (although that one round was a by, where
there is no opponent).
Despite this, the team got valuable experience and
had a blast throughout their season.
a great tournament season so far this year, having
competed at four tournaments so far and showing
their dominance as the top team in the state. The
team has so far won fifth place at their Watertown tournament January 18th, second place at the
Deforest tournament January 25th, second place at
the Sun Prairie tournament February 1st, and was a
finalist at the Eau Claire tournament February 7th.

JOIN SYS!

MOCK TRIAL
TOURNAMNET
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Give your career a head start.
Youth Apprenticeship is for juniors or seniors who
want to do an internship in a high-growth industry.

OPP ORTUNI TIES ARE
A V AI L AB LE I N:

You commit to working 450 hours per school year
(10 - 15 hours a week plus summers) and taking
related technical courses each semester.
You get paid competitive wages, earn school
credit, build relationships with businesses, and
acquire industry certifications. In some cases you
can even earn college credit.

Auto Tech
Banking and Finance
Building Trades and
Construction
Culinary and Restaurants
Healthcare and Long-term
Care
Hospitality and Hotels
Information Technology
Manufacturing

WANT TO LEA RN MORE?
S CHEDULE A MEETIN G WITH YOUR S CHOOL' S LIAIS ON !
East - Amy Isensee, ajisensee@madison.k12.wi.us
LaFollette - Anna D'Amelio, adamelio@madison.k12.wi.us
Memorial - Sigrun Paust, spaust@madison.k12.wi.us
West - Sarah Quinn, sequinn@madison.k12.wi.us
Shabazz - Sarah Drake, sdrake@madison.k12.wi.us
Capital High - Joel Jarosky, jmjarosky@madison.k12.wi.us

Capital Skyline Photo by Richard Hurd

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEWS

NATIONAL NEWS

TRUMP IMPEACHMENT TRIAL ENDS: PRESIDENT
REMAINS IN OFFICE

By Amy Yao
On December 18, 2019, the House of Representatives approved articles of impeachment with charges of
abuse of power and obstruction of Congress, impeaching President Donald J. Trump. It accused Trump of
withholding military aid to Ukraine until Ukrainian
president Velensky investigated Joe Biden and it supported the idea that Ukraine was behind the interference in the 2016 election.
Opening arguments for the prosecution of President
Trump led by Democrats lasted from January 22-24,
while the defense was from 25-28. The prosecution
mainly argued that Trump will continue to invite
foreign interference to our elections, released
email details about frozen aid to Ukraine, debunked the notion Ukraine, not Russia, interfered
with the 2016 election, and asked the Senate to
call for witnesses. The defense team’s primary
arguments surrounded the lack of evidence and
framed Democrats as using the impeachment to
steal the 2020 election. They denied former national security advisor Bolton’s claim that Trump
told him that he wanted to continue freezing the
aid to Ukraine until they gave information about
Bidens and attacked the Bidens and abuse of
power is not an impeachable offense.
The questions and answers lasted for 16 hours
on January 29th. Senators were to write down questions for either the prosecution, the defense, or
both which Chief Justice Roberts read
out loud. On January 31st,
the Senate voted 5149 against
al-

10

lowing subpoenas to introduce testimonies, which was
fairly certain to happen.
Senate Republicans said they would reject the idea of
voting to dismiss the articles of impeachment, regarding the trial as a sham, and they’ve followed through.
Republicans run the Senate (53-47), making the chances of removal slim. Ending on February
5th, 52 Republicans voted against abuse
of power and all 53 voted against the
charge of obstruction of justice. Trump
received a total acquittal on both
impeachment articles since
neither got the two-thirds
majority and President
Trump still remains in office.
He says it was both calls to
the Ukranian president was
perfect and Trump seems
very content with his
impeachment lawyers and
the Senate decision.
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NEW
CORONAVIRUS
HAS
WORLDWIDE
IMPACT

By Eliana Sauer
It seems like every day there is a
new story about some new factor
in the coronavirus outbreak. But
how did this all happen? Well,
ending 2019 and going into 2020,
the World Health Organization
(WHO) brought attention to an
outbreak of respiratory disease
caused by a new coronavirus in
Wuhan City in Hubei Province,
China. Coronaviruses are part of
a large family of viruses that are
common in many animals (camels,
cattle, cats and bats); although this
strain of diseases rarely impact humans, this particular virus, dubbed
COVID-19, breaks that trend.
The disease is similar to SARS
and MERS in that it originates
from bats. Many of the people
involved in the initial outbreak
had ties to a large seafood and
animal market in Wuhan, which
suggests an original an-

imal-to-person spread; however,
since the jump from animals to
humans, the transmission of the
disease has largely been from interpersonal interaction. Travel out
of Wuhan has brought the virus
to other countries, including the
United States and France, where
the first death outside of China
was reported. On January 30, 2020
the International Health Regulations Emergency Committee of
the WHO declared the outbreak a
“public health emergency of international concern.”
The outbreak of the virus
coincided with Lunar New Year, a
very important holiday in Chinese
culture. Many people travel to
celebrate with loved ones, which
experts say contributed to the fast
spread of the disease. The timing
also means that the full economic
impact of the virus has not been
felt yet. The Lunar New Year always brings a disruption in commerce, but as the holiday ends but
workers are still quarantined in cities around China, the economy is
expected to suffer. In an interview
with the Harvard Gazette, Harvard
Business School Asian industrial
compet- itiveness expert Willy
Shih
said, “You can
imagine
being a
fac-

www.jmmswordandshield.com

tory manager: “I have all these
people working in close quarters...I
don’t have enough masks...If one of
them gets sick, and I have contagion in the factory, how am I going
to quarantine them?”’ In addition,
Chinese outbound tourism is
dwindling, which will have a big
impact on the United States among
other countries. Shih predicts that
this outbreak will be the biggest
event impacting the global economy in 2020.
In the United States there are 15
cases of the new coronavirus, all
originating from recent travelers
to Wuhan. All passengers arriving from Wuhan and other large
Chinese cities are sent to certain
quarantine cities for a 14 day quarantine before they are allowed to
return back into American society.
Within this window it should
become clear if a passenger has
contracted the virus or not, and if
they have they can be transported safely and quickly to a medical center equipped to deal with
COVID-19. Globally, over 69,000
cases of the new coronavirus have
been reported and over 1,100
people have died from the virus,
most in mainland China. However,
in the United States, the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC)
has maintained that the
risk for new infections in
low, and unless you are a
healthcare professional
treating patients with
COVID-19, normal
flu prevention techniques like washing
hands (in addition to
getting the flu shot)
should be sufficient
to protect against the
new coronavirus.
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NONPARTISANSHIP OF
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
IN QUESTION, TRUMP
UNDER SCRUTINY

By Sagarika Pal
The social media use of President Trump is causing
upheaval.
His tweets have upset Attorney General William
Barr and have caused turmoil in the team prosecuting
a close ally of the president. Barr, most often in alignment with Trump, claims the president’s tweets have
made it “impossible for me to do my job.”
Roger Stone was found guilty last November of
seven felonies, including lying to Congress and hindering the investigation into Trump’s involvement
with Russia. Federal prosecutors recommended a typical sentence of seven to nine years in jail. Soon after,
Trump sent out a tweet proclaiming the sentence to
be “horrible and very unfair.” Hours after the tweet,
the Department of Justice reduced the sentence, resulting in the resignation of four prosecutors working on Stone’s case. A Justice Department official
claims the Department’s action was not influenced by
Trump’s words.
Another trial possibly influenced by Trump is the
case involving Michael Flynn, Trump’s former national security adviser who pled guilty to lying to the
FBI and is awaiting a sentence. Barr has appointed an
outside prosecutor Jeffrey Jensen to review the case.
Barr on February 10 admitted that the Justice
Department is in the process of evaluating information from Rudy Guiliani, Trump’s personal attorney,
about claims that Ukraine (instead of Russia) was influencing the 2016 election, despite the theory being
largely discredited.
In an interview with ABC, Barr stated the president “has never asked me to do anything in a criminal case,” in response to being accused of serving
Trump’s requests. Democrats have accused Barr of
meddling for political gain and have asked for him to
testify before Congress.
On February 16, more than 1,000 Department of
Justice alumni signed a letter describing Barr’s handling of Stone’s case as an episode that “openly and
repeatedly flouted” equal justice under the rule of law.
The joint letter requested Barr to resign.
12

WHAT’S HAPPENING
WITH THE ROYAL
FAMILY?

By Mihika Shivakumar
The Royal Family is arguably the most famous family
in the world. Either beloved a loathed, it’s not a stretch to
say that nearly everybody in the world knows them. But
what is the classic family up to now?
Let’s start with Duchess Meghan Markle and Prince
Harry. Meghan Markle was already breaking boundaries as the first mixed-race Duchess in the royal family,
becoming an icon for future generations. Sadly, they
had to deal with the racism that came with it. The media
coverage of them was unbelievably bigoted; for example,
comparisons made between Duchesses Kate Middleton
and Meghan Markle, accusing Meghan of being vain
and prideful for cradling her baby bump while Kate was
applauded for the same.
This reached a boiling point when on January 8, 2020,
Meghan and Harry announced that they were officially
leaving the royal family. In the unprecedented statement, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex said: “After many
months of reflection and internal discussions, we have
chosen to make a transition this year in starting to carve
out a progressive new role within this institution.”
Of course, while that might’ve been at the top of everybody’s news feed for a while, it is not all that is happening in the Royal Family. Queen Elizabeth’s nephew,
David the Earl of Snowdon, and Serenca the Countess
of Snowdon have announced their divorce, the second
in this week itself. Just days earlier, the queen’s eldest
grandson, Peter Phillips, 42, and his wife, the former
Autumn Kelly, 41, announced they were splitting after 12
years of marriage and two children.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEW HAMPSHIRE PRIMARY: BIG WINS AND LOSSES

By Amira Pierotti
On December 18, 2019, the House of Representatives approved articles of impeachment with charges of abuse
of power and obstruction of Congress, impeaching President Donald J. Trump. It accused Trump of withholding
military aid to Ukraine until Ukrainian president Velensky investigated Joe Biden and it supported the idea that
Ukraine was behind the interference in the 2016 election.
Opening arguments for the prosecution of President Trump led by Democrats lasted from January 22-24, while
the defense was from 25-28. The prosecution mainly argued that Trump will continue to invite foreign interference to our elections, released email details about frozen aid to Ukraine, debunked the notion Ukraine, not Russia,
interfered with the 2016 election, and asked the Senate to call for witnesses. The defense team’s primary arguments surrounded the lack of evidence and framed Democrats as using the impeachment to steal the 2020 election.
They denied former national security advisor Bolton’s claim that Trump told him that he wanted to continue
freezing the aid to Ukraine until they gave information about Bidens and attacked the Bidens and abuse of power
is not an impeachable offense.
Senate Republicans said they would reject the idea of voting to dismiss the articles of impeachment, regarding the
trial as a
sham,
and they’ve
followed
through.
Republicans
run the
Senate
(53-47),
making the
chances
of removal
slim.
Ending on
February 5th, 52
Republicans voted
against
abuse of
power
and all 53
voted
against the
charge of
obstruction
of justice.
Trump
received
a total
acquittal
on both
impeachment articles since neither got the two-thirds majority and President Trump still remains in office. He
says it was both calls to the Ukranian president was perfect and Trump seems very content with his impeachment
lawyers and the Senate decision.
Opening arguments for the prosecution of President Trump led by Democrats lasted from January 22-24, while
the defense was from 25-28. The prosecution mainly argued that Trump will continue to invite foreign interference to our elections, released email details about frozen aid to Ukraine, debunked the notion Ukraine, not Russia,
interfered with the 2016 election, and asked the Senate to call for witnesses. The defense team’s primary arguments surrounded the lack of evidence and framed Democrats as using the impeachment to steal the 2020 election.
They denied former national security advisor Bolton’s claim that Trump told him that he wanted to continue
freezing the aid to Ukraine until they gave information about Bidens and attacked the Bidens and abuse of power
is not an impeachable offense.
Senate Republicans said they would reject the idea of voting to dismiss the articles of impeachment, regarding the trial as a sham, and they’ve followed through. Republicans run the Senate (53-47), making the chances of
removal slim. Ending on February 5th, 52 Republicans voted against abuse of power and all 53 voted against the
charge of obstruction of justice. Trump received a total acquittal on both impeachment articles since neither got
the two-thirds majority and President Trump still remains in office. He says it was both calls to the Ukranian president was perfect and Trump seems very content with his impeachment lawyers and the Senate decision.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

THE IOWA CAUCUSES:
COMPLETE POLITICAL
CHAOS

AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRES
DEVASTATE CONTINENT

By Julianna Baldo
In September of 2019, Australia faced the driest
By Amira Pierotti
season in recorded history after a drought that started in
On February 3, voters in Iowa cast their vote for
2017. Just a month later in October, the bushfire season
their favorite Democratic candidate, but little did they
that usually serves to clear out dead vegetation and proknow that their election would soon descend into
mote new growth spiralled out of control, growing to
turmoil. Every presidential election cycle, Iowa is the
engulf the entire Eastern coast of Australia by mid-Defirst state to vote for both the Republican and Democember. In early January of 2020, the fires had been ragcratic presidential nominees, who will go head-to-head
ing for nearly six months and Australian Premier Daniel
in November for the Oval Office. But after a new app
Andrews declared a nation-wide state of disaster. As of
meant to ease the counting process fell apart, DemoJanuary 13th, 2020, 28 people have died as a direct result
crats had to scramble to pick up the pieces.
of the fires and an estimated more than 500 million wild
The Iowa Democratic Party hired Shadow Inc. to
animals have been killed.
design an app to send voting results from each precinct to the Party’s headquarters. But the app-- which
had been developed within only two months --did not
work for everyone. “I couldn’t get it to work. I tried and
tried,” Jane Podgorniak, the Worth County precinct
chair, told the New York Times.
Some precincts had already decided to call in the
results from the get-go, not using the app at all. Others abandoned the disastrous new method to join in
on phones. But the Iowa Democratic Party had not
planned for so many calls, leading to wait lines up to 90
minutes, the New York Times reported.
Amidst the confusion, the candidates decided to
make their own announcements, either claiming victo- By Elliott Weix
ry or simply acknowledging having no idea who won.
On January 27th, a U.S. Air Force jet crashed in
On Thursday, February 6, the results came out with Taliban-held territory in Afghanistan’s Ghazni provButtigieg in the lead and Sanders only inches behind.
ince, south of the nation’s capital. Although it is unclear
Both Buttigieg and Sanders asked for a recanvass,
how many people were on board the plane, an Afghan
meaning a review of the precinct votes. The results
official has reported that two pilots were found dead in
were announced two weeks later: Buttigieg won 13
the wreckage.The crashed jet was identified by David
delegates, 26.2% of the vote; Sanders trailed with 12
Martin, a national security correspondent of CBS News,
delegates and 26.1% of the vote; Warren claimed 8
as an Air Force E-11. The official stated that the cause
delegates, 18% of the vote; Biden achieved 6 delegates, of the crash was still being investigated, and that Mar15.8% of the vote; and Klobuchar 6 delegates and
tin would not discuss the fate of the crew. The Taliban
12.3%. The delegates will vote for these specified can- claimed that it had downed the plane soon after images
didates in the Democratic National Convention, which surfaced suggesting it was a U.S. Aircraft, but the insuris to be held in Milwaukee in July. The candidates had gent group has previously attempted to take credit for
already moved on to the New Hampshire Primary
events they were not responsible for. No other jets, milwhere they hoped no more drama would consume
itary or civilian, have crashed. As confirmed by Ariana
their spotlight.
Afghan Airlines, all flights in the country are operating
normally.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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LOCAL NEWS

SERIOUSLY, SECUR(.LY)

By Elliott Weix
Most, if not all, of the students in the Madison Metropolitan School District are familiar with Secur.ly, the
software administrators and teachers use to monitor and manage school devices. It allows district to control which
websites the students are allowed access to, and when. While many students, myself included, have argued this
program is unfair and unwarranted, the service has a few redeeming qualities.
Secur.ly was one of the first organizations to sign the Student Privacy Pledge in 2014, promising to not retain
the information they record on students. While their policies may seem invasive to some, the goal of the program
is to keep students on-task during school hours and to monitor their mental health. The program keeps track of
what the students type, and alerts administrators to signs of depression in students.
In addition, it aids in keeping students on-task in school. You may have noticed the (constant) use of smartphones by students in class, providing yet another distraction in this already chaotic learning environment. The
chromebook was another device for students to be distracted by, but Secur.ly neatly prevents that with an algorithm that blocks non-educational content.

WELCOME TO MMSD,
DR. GUTIÉRREZ!

By Amira Pierotti
After a long, intensive search for a new
superintendent, the MMSD School Board is
excited to welcome Dr. Michael Gutiérrez. He
will officially transition to his new position
June 1 to prepare for the 2020-21 school year.
Last year, former superintendent Jennifer Cheatham resigned last year, beginning a
months-long search for a qualified leader of
the MMSD community. In the meantime, Jane
Belmore has stepped in as interim-superintendent.
Dr. Gutiérrez is finishing this school year
as superintendent of the Seguin Independent
School District in Seguin, Texas. Prior to
SISD, which has 7,500 students, Gutiérrez was
assistant superintendent at Plano Independent
School District with over 50,000 students.
Earning his Ph.D. in Educational Leadership
from Texas Tech University, Gutiérrez began
his career as a middle school teacher.
Dr. Gutiérrez calls himself “a champion
for every single student and a uniter who will
bring the community together toward a common purpose – that being to serve students.”
He was reportedly thrilled to have been chosen
and looks forward to working with the Madison community.

WISCONSIN VOTES FOR
SCHOOL BOARD, WI
SUPREME COURT

By Amira Pierotti
On Tuesday, February 17, voters across Wisconsin voted for
who will go to the general election for a seat on the Wisconsin Supreme Court. Incumbent Justice Daniel Kelly and Dane
County Circuit Court Judge Jill Karofsky will go head-to-head
in April, after winning the most votes in the primary. Kelly had
13% more of the vote than Karofsky, but the race is still upfor-grabs. Dane County voters also cast their ballots for school
board member, deciding who would be on the ticket for the
general election on April 7. Maia Pearson and Christina Gomez Schmidt will contend for Seat 6, after Karen Ball received
the fewest votes. Incumbent Katie Toews is not running for
reelection.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
THE POWER OF ARTISTIC ACTIVISM

By Julianna Baldo
In my eighth grade history class, my teacher had us read the news every day before class and write brief summaries of what we had learned. I was in eighth grade during the 2016-17 school year, also one of the bloodiest points
of the Syrian Civil War. As a result of my teacher’s assignments, I learned a lot about the war and was strongly
impacted by the effect the open conflict had had on the lives of Syrian civilians. A large part of the reporting on
the Syrian war at this point was focused on personal stories of affected citizens and while the stories always caught
my attention, what captivated me the most was a series of Pulitzer Prize-winning photos focused on the civil war
taken by members of the Associated Press in 2013. The terrible reality of the war that these pictures captured was
emotionally impactful in a way that written accounts of the war couldn’t portray to me, and showed me for the
first time the power of art in activism.
Art has held an important place in activism since the beginning of American history and has helped propel some
of its most influential cultural movements. During the Civil War, Northern abolitionist artists produced hundreds
of paintings and prints depicting the brutality of slavery through scenes of slaves being punished by their masters
and toiling under exhausting conditions. According to the Foundation for American Art, these images helped
“change hearts and minds” in the North and make the end of slavery a main goal of the Union Army. In the early
1900s, many women leading the American suffrage movement used training they had received in art school to
create posters supporting the movement and countering anti-suffragist propaganda. The official Artists’ Suffrage
League was founded in 1907 and circulated pro-feminist prints until 1918, just two years before Congress ratified the 19th Amendment, granting women the right to vote. In more modern history, the international COP21
climate conference in 2015 featured a collection of musical, visual, and written art entitled ArtCOP21 designed to
bring global awareness to climate change and its worsening effects.
As shown by its seminal presence in the history of American activism, art is a powerful tool for capturing public
attention and shaping cultural opinions. Making your voice heard is an essential part of broad societal change, and
artistic expression is a simple yet powerful way to express your message.
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THE ASTONISHING
COLOR OF AFTER: AN
ABSOLUTE MUST READ

By Aarushi Vyas
Last year, I was lucky enough to have discovered the
novel The Astonishing Color of After by Emily X.R.
Pan. I was hesitant to start it at first, because of the
bizarre plot and mention of magical realism throughout the story, however, I’m really glad I did. The book
follows 15-year old Leigh, who is half-Asian and
half-white, as she travels to Taiwan to reconnect with
her maternal grandparents following the suicide of
her mother. Leigh is still reeling from the loss of her
mom, Dory, when she hears her name being called by
a bird, who Leigh believes is the reincarnation of her
mother. With the hopes of piecing togethers parts of
Dory’s old life and who she was before immigrating to
America, Leigh decides to learn more about her roots
and culture.
The book is told in chapters alternating between
Leigh’s experience in Taiwan as well as flashbacks to
Leigh living with her mentally ill mother.
Pan didn’t sugarcoat any emotions and also didn’t
follow the typical mantra seen in books of how things
will get better. Instead, Leigh discovered that every
day won’t get easier, but she’ll learn to handle the pain.
Leigh comes to the understanding that neither she
nor anyone else is the reason for her mom’s death.
While she may never truly understand what went
through her mom’s head, she knows that her mom’s
suicide is not an indication of the love she had for her
daughter.
Through her time with her grandparents in Taiwan,
Leigh also discovers parts of herself. Growing up halfwhite and half-Asian made Leigh feel as if she never
truly belonged with either side of her heritage. She
recounts getting stares from Taiwanese people when
she was there, but also receiving offhand comments
about her race from classmates in America. Leigh not
only comes to discover herself through this book, but
she also accepts herself, which really brought the story
full circle.
Overall, this is a beautiful book about pain, grief, and
identity. The writing was prose-like and lyrical, and
the author did such a good job of writing an authentic
story. I would highly recommend The Astonishing
Color of After!

HIGH EXPECTATIONS MET
BY LOUIS TOMLINSON’S
DEBUT ALBUM

By Eliana Sauer
Since the hiatus of One Direction in 2015, all of the
five original members have released solo music, and all
besides Louis Tomlinson had released full length albums,
and Louis joined those ranks on January 31 with the
release of Walls. This 12 song album pairs unheard originals with some previously released singles in a seamless
blend of storytelling. All of the songs were head written
by Tomlinson and he succeeds brilliantly in drawing the
listener in to each song with his lyrical genius.
The album features “Don’t Let it Break Your Heart,”
that has a pop feel, and shares the message that even
when bad things happen, you have to persevere and
push through. This is a perfect segue into the third track,
“Two of Us.” The third song is a ballad fueled by pure
emotion. Written in 2019, two years after the death of
Johannah, Louis’ mother, from leukemia, the power in
Louis’ voice mixed with the powerful lyrics creates a gut
wrenching, beautiful song. Each of the songs has their
own story, and their own style.
Overall, Walls is a brilliant piece of art, that is unlike
anything else. The songs all have soaring choruses, and
new vibrant melodies. It goes from the upbeat rock of
“Kill My Mind” to the powerful calm of “Habit,” and
then back to the upbeat tone of “Defenceless,” and Louis
makes the transition seamlessly. This album is a triumph, really bringing the deep emotion of stories, told
through perfectly crafted lyrics sung with the raw power
of Louis’ voice. Listening to Walls is an unregrettable 40
minutes. Hearing Louis come out with his own sound
after years of being in the band is really refreshing, and
this album is truly a wonderful addition to his discography.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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WHAT YOUNG ARTS
MONTH MEANS TO US

MY WORDS

By Julianna Baldo
My words are myself and they are powerful
Yelled or softer than a whisper, they carry an undeniable weight
While they my hold
Only my meaning, my passions, they
Roar them out, and that is enough
Don’t hesitate to shout yours out too - my words are
powerful alone, but
so much more together

CALLUSED HANDS

By Mia Braico
Grasp the guitar,
Like a baby holds onto their mother’s hand
Rest fingers in C
Strum
Pick at the strings until they’ve fallen off the neck
Every string tells a story,
Just like everyone my fingers tells a story,
Just like the calluses on my hands tell my story

FALLEN ANGEL

By Mia Braico
I am the fallen angel that screams in your head all day
Fallen down from heaven
Heaven turned into hell
Hell turned into my home
Home is where I rest
Home is where I lay
Inviting others to join
One by one
I pray
Banned from pray
I gather my army of fallen angels
Throw them into hell dare I say
Throw them into my grasp
Where we latch onto each other
And create a family of fallen angels
Like no other
18

By Ava Kenney and Qing Ng
This month, many young artists statewide are celebrating their skills, talents, and passions through many
performances and events. Art isn’t just painting or
drawing. Art is also music, poetry, dance, drama, architecture, and more. Many young artists, including ourselves, have expressed their emotions through our art.
As young artists in Madison, we enjoy learning about
different types of music, working with other musicians,
giving outreach performances around the community, participating in the Wisconsin Youth Symphony
Orchestra, and playing in chamber music ensembles.
Art is a way of communication; it allows the performer
to convey their emotions, ideas, and interpretations to
their audience. In what you perceive through art, you
find your preferences and who you are, especially since
you are the artist and creator. We’ve learned so much by
being artists, and we urge that you experience and learn
about the creativity and hard work that artist put into
their craftsmanship. That said, here are some Youth
Arts performances and events that you can attend to
celebrate youth arts month:
1. Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestra with Madison Opera: March 13, 2020, at 7 pm - Hamel Music
Center
2. The Children’s Theatre of Madison performs
Peter Pan: March 14-22, 2020 - Capitol Theatre and
Overture Hall
3. Blake Pouliot Plays Mendelssohn Violin Concerto with the Madison Symphony: March 6-8, 2020
- Overture Hall
4. Madison Ballet performs Mendelsohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream: April 11-12, 2020, Capitol
Theatre
5. Broadway at Overture presents Wicked: March
11-29, 2020, Overture Hall
6. Dansu Dance company presents Falling: March 7,
2020, Promenade Hall

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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WHY MUSIC?

By Jessica Jiang
Many children take music lessons when they are
young. However, few continue beyond elementary
and middle school. As one of those few, I can affirm
that music has provided me innumerable experiences and opportunities that I am grateful for. My
primary instrument is piano, but I also avidly play
the violin and have played the alto saxophone. Most
people that hear of my passions are astonished at
my capabilities on the piano and violin and praise me
for my “natural talent.” However, I have found that it is much more than
just talent that has led me to my musical successes. Talent must be coupled with
hard work in order for one to reach their maximum potential, and this is especially true of such demanding work such as playing music. Hours must be spent a day sitting at the piano, standing with a violin, in order to
truly learn and master just one piece. And many ask why I sacrifice so much of my free time to practice. What is
the point of playing music? To them, I assert that playing music is communication, a sharing of beautiful sounds
and emotions. This is done between one and the instrument, but ultimately and more importantly, music is and
is meant to be shared with other people. Music connects the world - it is one of the only common traits shared by
every culture throughout all of history. Music is also healing for the soul; there is nothing better than being able
to pull out an instrument and play out your feelings. How many times have you listened to music that reflected
your emotions at the moment? Learning music gives me control over what I express, what I feel. You and I both
share in the wonder of music when we blast music in the car, when we belt out musicals in the shower, when we
dance in our rooms like we’re on TV but no one’s judging. Music is all around us and it will be forever celebrated;
by choosing to play music, I choose to share in that global phenomenon that all humans cherish.

OSCARS RECAP

By Jassi Chahal
Missed the Oscars? Don’t worry! I’m here to recap on one of
Hollywood’s biggest nights! The biggest surprise of the night
was Eminem taking the stage. He performed his Oscar-winning song, “Lose Yourself.” Just like many of us were surprised
because nobody had heard from the man in years, celebrities
themselves were shocked! Another big moment was Joaquin
Phoenix winning an Oscar for his role in Joker. In his acceptance speech, he talked about various social issues in the film industry as well as other activism topics. He also got personal and
talked about his gratefulness for the people who gave him a second chance. Parasite, an international thriller, became the first
non-English film to win best picture in history! Never before
has this been done from the Academy Awards. The film also
won “Best International Feature,” “Best Original Screenplay,”
and “Best Director.” All in all, it was a very awkward moment.
Another moment that wasn’t the best was Janelle Monae’s
opening. It was a combination of songs that weren’t nominated for Oscars and overall just a very confusing theme. Saoirse
Ronan’s meme-face says it all! That’s it for the highlights of the
Oscars, get super excited for next year!
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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HOROSCOPES
By Jace Liu

Libra (Sep
23-Oct 22):
There is no
shame in limiting your
social interactions with
others for your own sake.
Being a hermit can be
quite fun.

Aquarius
(Jan 20-Feb
18):
Practice
speed walking; around this
time events in your life
will be fast-paced.

Gemini
(May 21June 20):
Let yourself
be guided by the voice of
your heart, similarly as
you would follow a compass needle.
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Scorpio (Oct
23-Nov 21):
Avoid
situations
that involve double digits.
Prepare for trouble but
avoid it being double.

Pisces (Feb
19-March
20):
Cutting
things out of life is normal; whether it’s people,
bad habits, etc. I suggest
practicing this action by
performing the occasional
karate chop.

Sagittarius
(Nov 22-Dec
21):
Embark on
a creative mission of any
kind. Perhaps randomly
signing up for a woodworking class is what will
spark your creativity.

Take some
time for yourself; stop
running and smell the
vegetables like lettuce.

Aries
(March
21-April
19):
Worries
will not
take you anywhere this
month as you try to juggle
yourself between past
experiences and what the
future is bringing. Live in
the moment like a cat.

Taurus
(April 20May 20):

Cancer
(June 21July 22):
You will
need a large dose of caution, energy, and renunciation. Life is similar to
swimming in shark-infested waters; it’s only as scary
as you make it seem.

Capricorn
(Dec 22-Jan
19):

Leo (July 23Aug 22):
Surprising
developments in an unspecified area in your life
will emerge. I’d tell you
but then it wouldn’t be
surprising.

www.jmmswordandshield.com

Keep in
mind the dangers of rushing into things; you never
know if those leaves could
actually poison ivy.

Virgo (Aug
23-Sep 22):
Do not hesitate to be stern on yourself
to achieve your full form.
Even pokemon need strict
conditions to reach their
full evolutions.
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MARCH WORD SEARCH
By Amina Waheed
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ARTIST OF THE MONTH:
THAVIDA JOHNSTON’S
GOGH-ING TO
NATIONALS!

BOY ERASED REVIEW

By Mia Braico
This book tells the journey of forbidden love. It’s
based on the real story of how Garrard Conley (pronounced Jared) was forced to either attend a conversion therapy camp or lose friends and family on account that he’s gay.
The author does a terrific job of not blaming his parents when he talks about them in this book. He wants
them to be happy and accepting so he agrees to go to
the camp. He doesn’t judge his parents a single time. A
quote from the books says, “I’m not going to pretend I
hate my father.” He doesn’t hate his family. He’s doing
this because he loves them.
The beginning of the book gave a timeline which
was super helpful to understand the context of the
book. Looking at that timeline, it made me realize how
only 16 years ago, there were 250 conversion camps
around the U.S.
The good news is that there’s a movie to accompany
the book. “Boy Erased,” stars Lucas Hedges as Jared
Eamons. I’ve seen the trailer for the movie and it looks
absolutely brilliant. I hope to see the movie soon.
This book was probably the most influential book
I’ve ever read. Garrard Conley is an amazing author
and I’m glad he shared his story with the world. If I
were to rate this book, I’d give it five stars on account
of plotline, characters and message. The plotline was
absolutely stellar. It pulled me into reading more, not
wanting to put the book down. The character development that happens in this book is quite clever. Garrad
Conley does a good job of discreetly developing the
characters as the story goes on. This book was definitely a tear-jerker, but it’s a must read.
22

By Amy Yao
Q: So I noticed that one of your digital art pieces
won a Gold Key at the Scholastic Art Awards. What
does this mean?
A: It is a national competition and the Gold Key basically means that I qualified to be judged nationally.
I’ve done the Scholastic Art Awards for 2 years. Some
other art contests I’ve done are Doodle for Google and
a contest hosted by the Clean Lakes Alliance.
Q: What type of art do you make, and which is your
favorite?
A: I typically use a lot of styles, sometimes more realistic, sometimes more like anime or manga or cartoons.
Lately, I’ve been blending them a lot. I don’t really have
a preference. It depends on what I want to do for a
particular piece.
Q: Why do you create art?
A: Generally, it is because I enjoy it, as the actual act
of making things and seeing them come out well is
satisfying. And I’m often inspired by music or books
or the world around me. There’s a lot of manga artists
that I’ve really liked and I’ve sort of picked up on their
styles. I like Sui Ishida who made Tokyo Ghoul and
Takeshi Obata who illustrated Death Note. I’ve learned
a lot about how to draw people.
Q: Do you plan on pursuing art as a career?
A: I hope I can be a comic artist for a big company.
Someplace like Marvel!
Q: Any advice for anyone starting art?
A: If you’re interested and you want to get better, I’d
say just go for it, even if you’re starting from just being
able to do a stick figure. You can always get better if
you work hard enough.
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MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP PUDDING COOKIES

(Recipe by Jessica in her Website Butter with a Side of Bread)
Ingredients:
1 cup of sugar
1/2 cup butter, softened (1 stick)
1 egg
1/2 cup sour cream (or plain yogurt)
1 small box instant vanilla pudding mix (3.4 oz)
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp baking soda
2 cups all-purpose flour
2 tsp mint extract
3 drops blue coloring + 10-15 drops green coloring
1 1/2 cups chocolate chips*
Cream together sugar and butter. Add egg, sour cream and pudding mix.
In a small bowl, combine flour, salt & baking soda.
Add flour mixture into the pudding mixture and mix until well combined. Add mint extract and food coloring
until the desired color is achieved.
Add in chocolate chips
Drop by tablespoonfuls of the cookie dough onto greased cookie sheet.
Bake at 375 for 10 minutes. Transfer to a cooling rack and enjoy!

THE HISTORY OF ST. PATRICK’S DAY

By Emmie Digon
St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated on March 17th as a
dedication to the death of St. Patrick, who has supported and defended Ireland. St. Patrick was a very important
person in Ireland because he influenced the religion of Ireland as he spread a lot of Christianity in Ireland. This
holiday is a very important celebration in Ireland
and is usually celebrated through parades, feasts,
and cultural music. I’m sure you already
know that a lot of green is involved
on St. Patrick’s Day, but you probably don’t know the true meaning
behind that color. There are
many green decorations and
many people where green
clothes on this day because it
represented the Irish’s
religion and the importance Irish had of peace.
Along with the color
green, clovers also
represent peace and the
Irish’s religion and
culture. A majority of
people think that
clovers represented
good luck,
but there
is a lot to
it. It also
represents
peace,
faith, and
love.
In
America,
St. Patrick’s Day is
often celebrated with food,
green
clothes, and green decorations. However, many people
overlook
the idea and importance of St. Patrick’s Day as it represents
the culture,
history, and faith of Ireland.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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COLORING SHEET
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BIRDS OF PREY REVIEW

YOUTH ART MONTH

By Mia Braico
March is Youth Art Month! Its purpose is to promote
art and art education in the United States. As a musician, I feel that art from young artists doesn’t get the
recognition it deserves.
Art helps express who I am. Without art, I don’t know
who I’d be. There are plenty of other people who feel
the same as I do. Many of the famous artists that we
know, Picasso and Van Goh for instance, wouldn’t be
who they were without art.
At a young age of 7, I started piano lessons in hopes
of becoming a percussionist in the future.To get into
percussion at my school, you either had to have piano
experience or drum experience. I took piano for three
years and chose percussion as my instrument in middle
school. Today, I’m a percussionist in our high school’s
Concert Band 1. I have also picked up many instruments
along the way such as ukulele and guitar.
After I had gotten into percussion, I decided that I didn’t
need to do piano lessons anymore and wanted to switch
to guitar. Honestly, this is one of the best decisions I’ve
ever made. I liked piano, but I love guitar. In guitar
lessons, I learned things that I still use in the process
of creating my own pieces. I’ve been taking guitar for
almost three years now.
There’s one artist in particular that inspired me to
become who I am. When I was looking at options of
how to put my music out into the world, I came across a
musician who was in a similar stage. She’s 12, still pretty
young. Shortly after this, she finally got her songs onto
Spotify. I thought, “Well if she can do that, so can I.”
We should continue to inspire young artists and encourage them to keep doing what they’re doing and to
keep art in their lives. I also suggest taking some of the
art classes or music classes Memorial offers! It’s never
too late to learn something new.

By Grace Runo
Whether or not you’re a DC fan, you need to see
Birds of Prey. Ever since the reveal, this movie has had
very high expectations. DC promised a lot, and they
definitely delivered. As promised, this movie has a lot
of female-empowerment. You can clearly see the result
of a female director, Cathy Yan, in how Birds of Prey
portrays all of their female characters. They are just as,
if not more, capable in a fight as men, aren’t sexualized, and don’t need (or want) a romantic relationship.
This lack of romance is another point of this movie
that makes it infinitely better. None of the characters
get into any romantic relationship, instead focusing on
how love isn’t a necessity of life. And, for the few past
relationships that the audience is introduced to, Birds
of Prey is very inclusive of the LGBTQIA+ community.
Finally, this movie has some of the best fight scenes that
I have ever witnessed. They are filled with spectacular
yet realistic moves, all of which are clearly thought out
and work perfectly in the situation. For the fights with
multiple protagonists, there is also an amazing element
of teamwork to the fighting. The characters work
seamlessly together, covering each other with ease. All
of the fights in this movie get your blood pumping and
fill you with adrenaline. If you want to see this movie,
there are a few small things that you should be aware
of. There is a lot of swearing, so I do not recommend
seeing it if that makes you uncomfortable. Also, there
are some graphic scenes. It isn’t enough to constitute
being called gory, but it is something that should be
made aware of sensitive viewers. Overall, Birds of Prey
is a must-watch, and if you have even the slightest interest in it, then you should definitely check it out.
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SPORTS
COMEBACK CAPS CHIEFS’ HISTORIC SUPER BOWL RUN

By Sanjay Palta-Hill
The Kansas City Chiefs won the 54th Super Bowl on February 2, defeating the San Francisco Giants
by a score of 31 to 20. The victory declared Kansas City as champions of the National Football League (NFL)
for the first time in half a century. Coach Andy Reid kept his team in the game for most of the game, but the
Chiefs went down big
late in the fourth quarter.
Patrick Mahomes and
the Kansas City defense
once again went on a
miracle surge to capture
the lead, an advantage
they would keep for the
rest of the game. For
the Chiefs, the Super Bowl
run was a journey for
the ages. Quarterback
sensation Patrick
Mahomes led the team to
multiple miraculous
comeback wins late in
games throughout the
playoffs. En route to winning the Super Bowl,
Mahomes won the honors
of Super Bowl MVP, a
historic award that encapsulates the magical run.
The divisive championship game was highly
anticipated by millions.
The San Francisco
defense quickly stopped
the Chiefs’ offense on
the game’s opening drive.
Led by quarterback
Jimmy Garroppolo and a
successful running game, the 49ers took charge on a drive that resulted in a field goal. The Chiefs, though not
impressive, managed to muster 10 points to bounce back and take a 10-3 lead. The 49ers, however, showed
off their ferocious defense and powerful offense, putting together a series of methodical drives on offense and
forcing the Kansas City offense off the field. For most of the games, Patrick Mahomes appeared rattled, throwing an uncharacteristic two interceptions and completing a relatively low percentage of his passes. In turn,
San Francisco controlled the game through the first three quarters. The fourth quarter proved to be one of
the most iconic series of football ever played. Down 20-10 with seven minutes left in the final quarter of play,
Mahomes returned to the all-around superstar viewers are used to watching. After converting on a 3rd-and-15
deep in his own territory, Mahomes completed a 44-yard pass to star receiver Tyreek Hill. The drive would
eventually end in a touchdown pass to tight end Travis Kelce. With the deficit trimmed to just three points, the
shaky Kansas City defense made a crucial stand against the 49ers, forcing a three-and-out that would give the
ball back to Mahomes and the red-hot Kansas City offense. Though San Francisco tried throwing a series of
disguised blitzes at Mahomes to pressure the young quarterback, the phenom eluded defenders in the backfield
and continued to consistently hit his primary receivers. The drive was capped off by a 5-yard touchdown pass
to running back Damien Williams. On the sport’s biggest stage, Patrick Mahomes led the Chiefs to a comeback Super Bowl victory that will forever be enjoyed by fans not only of the Chiefs, but of football. The Kansas
City defense continued to thrive, and the Chiefs sealed the victory with a late score. At the end of regulation,
the Chiefs sat alone as Super Bowl champions, marking the first title for head coach Andy Reid, an honor that
seemed to elude him for nearly twenty years. For Kansas City, the victory marked both an incredible Kansas
City season and a historic Patrick Mahomes campaign that seems to be just beginning.
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NBA UPDATE: ALL STAR
WEEKEND

JMM SPORTS UPDATE

By Nic Braico
JMM winter sports teams had a very successful season
By Tanay Desai
overall, and earned good seedings for the WIAA state
We are now officially in the second half of the NBA
season after the NBA’s incredibly successful all-star game. tournament. The girls basketball team, with only one
loss on the season, received the #2 seed in their secThis year, The NBA tweaked the format of its all-star
tional out of 18, having the chance to host their first 2
game, with the final quarter being played only to 24
games before traveling to Kenosha Tremper and then
points-no time limit. With this change, brought something that fans are not accustomed to seeing in the all-star Beloit Memorial if necessary. Gymnastics sectionals are
on February 29th at Middleton. Top finishers will be
game: Defense.
Heading into the final stretch of the season, Giannis
on their way to state the following weekend in WisAntetokounmpo and his Milwaukee Bucks lead the NBA consin Rapids. As of this writing, the Boys Basketball
with the best record at 46-8. Despite the departure of star state seedings have not been released, but Memorial
forward Kawhi Leonard, the Toronto Raptors continue
will be in the Sun Prairie sectional. The girls hockey
to build on their success from last season with a 40-15
co-op received the #1 seed in their sectional, and will
record, putting them second in the Eastern Conference.
host on February 25th. The sectional final is FebruThe Boston Celtics, Miami Heat, Philadelphia 76ers, In- ary 28th at Sun Prairie, with state being the following
dianapolis Pacers, Brooklyn Nets, and the Orlando Magic weekend at the Alliant Energy Center. The wrestling
round out the top-eight spots in the Eastern Conference. state tournament goes from February 27-29 at the
Future Hall of Famer LeBron James has led his Los Ange- Kohl Center. The boys swim & dive state tournament
les Lakers squad to the top spot in the Western Conferis February 21-22 at the UW Natatorium. The boys
ence with a 41-12 record. James averages a league-leading
hockey team plays Baraboo/Portage on February 18th,
10.8 assists per night.
then Verona if they win on February 21st. The state
The Denver Nuggets are second in the west, just four
tournament is March 5-7 at the Alliant Energy Center,
games behind the Lakers, with a record of 38-17. The
coinciding with the girls tournament.
Clippers, Jazz and Rockets are just behind the Nuggets
and perhaps the most surprising story of this NBA
season, the Oklahoma City Thunder are in sixth place in
the Western Conference. Many expected the Thunder to
be one of the worst teams in the league this season, but
the emergence of point guard Shai Giligeous-Alexander
has led the Thunder to earn a 33-22 record. The league’s
worst team this season is the Golden State Warriors.
The Warriors have had a major downfall from one of
the NBA’s greatest dynasties to a team that has only won
twelve games at the all-star break. The team has suffered
from the injuries of star guards Steph Curry and Klay
Thompson. However, the two are expected to play in
the second half of the season, barring any major setbacks
in their recovery processes.
The leading scorers in this year’s NBA season are
James Harden, averaging 35.3 points per game, and
Giannis Antetokounmpo who is averaging 30 points per
game this season.
As mentioned earlier, Lebron James leads the league in
assists, however, Atlanta Hawks point guard Trae Young
is not too far behind, averaging roughly nine assists per
game. NBA gameplay will resume on February 20th,
and the playoffs will begin roughly two months later, on
April 18th.
www.
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ACTION AT THE AUSTRALIAN OPEN: ATHLETICS
AND ADOVCACY

By Jessica Jiang
This year, the Australian Open took place from
January 20 to February 2. Amidst the fires that
raged throughout the country, the popular Grand
Slam prevailed with exciting upsets and close
matches that entertained tennis fans around the
globe.
The men’s championships saw favorite Novak
Djokovic secure a tight 5 set victory over 26-yearold Dominic Thiem with a score of 6-4, 4-6, 4-6,
6-3, 6-4. Djokovic’s victory came after a string of
3 set victories against some famous adversaries, including Diego Schwartzman, Milos Raonic, and world
No. 3 Roger Federer, who Djokovic defeated in the
semifinals. Thiem similarly faced many worthy opponents
such as Gael Monfils, world No. 2 Rafael Nadal who he beat in
the quarterfinals, and his close friend Alexander Zverev of Germany.
As Djokovic’s 8th Australian Open Title and 17th Grand Slam, this win
makes tennis fans wonder if the world No. 1 can catch up to friendly rivals
Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer, who have 19 and 20 slams respectively. The
women’s singles bracket saw even more action as upsets were pulled all throughout
the tournament.
World No 1. Ashleigh Barty was knocked out of the semifinals on her home courts by
the 21-year-old American prodigy Sofia Kenin in an unexpectedly tough two sets. Kenin
won against the rising teen American star Coco Gauff 6-7 6-3 6-0 to advance to the quarterfinals. Serena Williams, a favorite for this year’s championship, was ousted by Wang Qiang
of China in a close 6-4 6-7 7-5 match, putting Wang in the fourth round. Simona Halep of
Romania, No. 4 in the world, was also expected to make it to the finals, but she was unseated by
former No. 1 Garbiñe Muguruza, a constant contender in Grand Slams and a winner of two Slams
so far. Muguruza and Kenin went a full three sets in the championship round, and although she
narrowly won the first set 6-4, Muguruza lost the second two sets to Kenin 2-6, 2-6, giving Kenin her first-ever
Grand Slam tournament title. Due to the ongoing fires in Australia, top tennis players gathered to play exhibition matches at the Rod Laver Arena as part of the Australian Open Rally for Relief with the money from tickets
donated to the bushfire relief cause. Among these athletes were native Australian Nick Kyrgios, Alex de Minaur,
John Millman, and Samantha Stosur, as well as global players like Serena Williams, Naomi
Osaka,
Dominic Thiem, Alexander Zverev, Rafa Nadal, Roger Federer, and more.
Tennis Australia, the governing organization for tennis in the country,
committed to donating $1 million for tennis facilities and courts destroyed
by the fires.
They worked with players and decided to donate hundreds of dollars
for every ace served during their time in Australia while everyday tennis
fans could donate through an online site for their own aces as well.
With the world watching both the action happening on the courts and
in the Australian wilderness, this year’s Australian Open surely meets expectations of a dramatic and thrilling start to the year’s tennis tournaments.
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BIG MOVES PREVIEW ANTICIPATED MLB SEASON

By Sanjay Palta-Hill
Fans are anticipating yet another entertaining season of baseball as they await the start of the 2020 MLB season.
In an offseason accentuated by blockbuster trades, signings, and hopeful prospects, the sport’s future looks to be
quite promising. In the midst of the Houston Astros’ sign-stealing scandal, the league is attracting a lot of attention. With the league left without a clear dominant team, organizations are scrambling to bolster a plethora of
complementary talent in hopes of putting together a team that can make a postseason run. Fans of the sport can
barely wait as the start of the anticipated 2020 season approaches.
After losing power-hitting first basemen Eric Thames, veteran infielder Mike Moustakas, and a few
notable pitchers to free agency, the Milwaukee Brewers appear to be lacking in proven talent. Fans of the organization are anticipating a disappointing season after two consecutive postseason appearances. However, an acclaimed and respected manager in Craig Counsell has shown he can elicit the best performance from his players.
In order to return to the postseason, the Brewers will have to rely on the fast development and contributions of
younger talents like second basemen Keston Hiura.
Though the postseason is open to pretty much any team at this point, the Dodgers seem to be the preseason favorite at first glance. After finalizing a trade with Boston on February 10, Los Angeles acquired all-star
right fielder Mookie Betts and a veteran pitcher in David Price in exchange for prospects centerpiece outfielder
Alex Verdugo. The Dodgers, who are stacked with big-name players, look to return to the postseason in hopes
of winning an elusive world series title. The Braves are in a similar situation having developed phenom Ronald
Acuna Jr. alongside some of the game’s top prospects. With some of the best minor league systems in baseball,
these teams are sure to have a bright future.
Though perennial powerhouses like the Dodgers and Yankees are receiving most of the attention, don’t
be surprised if some young, up-and-coming teams find themselves in a playoff mix. Though the seemingly
“stacked” teams may appear to be surefire contenders, recent years have revealed the difference between being
good on paper and being a well-built team contending for a world series title. The Twins, for example, have a
promising balance between veterans who are sure to deliver and talented youth core who they will depend on
to contribute. Though overlooked, they seem to have the complementary pieces that are necessary for a deep
postseason run. The New York Mets are in a similar position. They arguably have the best pitching rotation in
the league, led by Cy Young winner Jacob deGrom. With a plethora of young talent and proven veterans, the
well-balanced Mets have more than a fair shot at representing the National League in the World Series.
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NFL DRAFT 2020

By Tanay Desai
The 2020 NFL Draft is only two months away. This
means that in two months America’s Favorite Sport
will once again take center-stage as the sport’s future
stars find out which team they will play for in the
upcoming 2020-2021 NFL season. This year’s edition of the NFL Draft will take place in a city that is
known for its glitz and glamour: Las Vegas, Nevada.
The actual draft will be held along the city’s famous
“Strip” where all of its famous hotels, shopping areas
and of course, casinos are located. The NFL Draft
Stage, where NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell will
announce the names of the players drafted, will be on
water. The draft’s stage will float right in front of the
Bellagio; a casino in Las Vegas famous for its water
shows. Players will be transported by boat, from where
they will hear their names called to the center stage
where they will shake hands with the Commissioner
Goodell. The NFL hopes to match the city of Las Vegas’s glamour with its own elaborate, fancy draft. This
will be the first NFL event held in Las Vegas, until
August, when the Las Vegas Raiders will play its first
game at the brand-new Allegiant Stadium. For now, it
seems that the first pick in the NFL draft will be LSU
By Tanay Desai
Quarterback Joe Burrow, who will head back to his
Through 25 regular-season games, The Wisconsin
roots in the State of Ohio and play for the Cincinnati
Men’s Basketball Team has earned themselves a 15-10
Bengals.
record, 8-6 in Big Ten Conference play. The Badgers
have had a very erratic season, winning some games by
more than 20 points and losing some by the same margin. However, the Badgers’ 15-10 record at this point
in the season is still impressive, as they have managed
to win games without the team’s second-highest scorer
Kobe King, who decided to transfer from Wisconsin
during the thick of Big Ten play. Most Bracketologists
have the Badgers as an eighth or ninth seed for the annual March Madness Tournament; however, this could
change as the Badgers enter the most important stretch
of the season. The Badgers have six games remaining
in the regular season; three at home and three away
from home. A winning record for this final stretch
would likely mean that the Badgers will be a virtual lock
for the NCAA tournament, however, a losing record
will require the Badgers to make a deep run in the Big
Ten’s annual conference tournament. Wisconsin plays
Purdue on February 18th in a must-win game for both
teams. The Badgers will finish the regular season on
March 7th in Indiana.

WISCONSIN BASKETBALL
UPDATE
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OPINIONS

HOW SHOULD KOBE BRYANT BE
REMEMBERED?
THE BALANCE OF
MOURNING A LEGEND &
HONORING SURVIVORS

By Amira Pierotti
Trigger Warning: Sexual assault & death of attacker
I first learned about Kobe Bryant after I heard he was
dead. As someone who does not follow sports, the name
was vaguely familiar, but I knew nothing about the individual. Then, I learned he raped a woman in 2003. The
woman reported to the police that Bryant had sexually
assaulted her, which led to a public scrutiny of the case.
Bryant later stated that he believed the interaction was
consensual but recognized she did not. The case never
went to trial because the accuser did not want to testify,
but a settlement was reached. To me, an employee of
the Rape Crisis Center, an admission that fits the definition of rape is sexual intercourse without the complete
and eager consent of all parties for the duration of the

HOW THE ENIGMATIC
KOBE BRYANT REDEFINED “ATHLETE”

By Sanjay Hill
It is not only the sport of basketball, but it is also the
entire world that mourns the death of the late NBA
legend Kobe Bryant. Bryant, an icon of the NBA and
the Los Angeles Lakers franchise, revolutionized the
sport of basketball. After facing allegations of rape in
2003, the case was dropped in September of 2004. The
incident involved a 19-year-old worker at Bryant’s
hotel in Colorado and forever scarred his legacy. Following his unexpected death, many are slow to honor
the icon due to his troubled past. Just to be clear, I am
in no way pardoning the unexcusable allegations of
rape. That being said, I think there is so much more to
tell in the story of Kobe Bryant than just his infamous
crime. Though we can all agree that it was morally
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duration of the act.
As an avid reader of the news, I found few articles
which recognized the pain he had created which frustrated me. Often in America, celebrities are forgiven for
rape, upholding the view that sexual assault is a big deal.
Our news outlets should support survivors of sexual
assault in all stories published.
There is a way to still honor sexual assault survivors
while mourning Kobe Bryant. Firstly, empathize with
the victim of the assault in question. There is a large
amount of news surrounding Bryant which means he
and his death are unavoidable. Often times, reminders
of one’s attacker brings up memories of the assault. The
survivor in question cannot avoid the news about Bryant and is likely struggling. She deserves love and support. She was not given privacy during the aftermath of
her rape; her name was leaked to the media and had to
face the consequences on a daily basis. This is an opportunity for all of us to educate ourselves on the triggers
of past sexual assault and how to support survivors. We
can honor her pain and her bravery for facing this cruel
world by working to ensure this pain is not repeated.
We can also do so without lashing out at those who are
in mourning.

that it was morally unjust and horrific of Bryant to be
involved in such a situation, it is only right to recognize the mysterious character as complex.
By definition, “complex” refers to “having many
parts or aspects that are usually interrelated” (Merriam-Webster). Bryant’s accomplishments and efforts
cannot be ignored due to one mistake. Critics fail
to acknowledge the humanitarian efforts he made,
especially in years leading up to his death. The Kobe
& Vanessa Bryant Family Foundation, launched in
2007, “is dedicated to improving the lives of youth and
families in need, both domestically and globally” (Kobe
& Vanessa Bryant Family Foundation). Since 2011, the
successful foundation has partnered with other renowned groups including My Friend’s Place, Step Up
on Second and countless other organizations to fight
homelessness throughout the United States, especially
in Kobe’s kingdom of Los Angeles. Bryant was also
known for being a frequent volunteer and supporter
of the Make-A-Wish Foundation, an organization
that strives to “create life-changing wishes for children with critical illnesses” (Wish.org). Kobe Bryant
changed the concept of an athlete from being someone
who simply plays sports to a character with the platform to encourage change.
Kobe Bryant’s legacy has proved to be worthy of respect. Countless acclaimed celebrities and figures have
spoken out concerning his death. His eulogies credit
Bryant with having an unparalleled drive to succeed
and grow. Following his unexpected death, millions
of athletes, fans, and figures around the globe have
united and mourned together, a mark of a true doyen.
Instead of instantly belittling him, we must scrutinize the countless efforts that defined Kobe Bryant as
not only an athlete but as a meritorious social figure
and enigmatic character that will continue to inspire
forever.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES EXHIBIT BLURS
ANTI-TRUMP SIGN

By Joylyn Gong
On January 17, 2020, it was revealed that the National Archives exhibit in Washington D.C. censored signs at
the 2017 Women’s March that represented President Donald Trump in a poor light; in addition, signs that referenced a woman’s anatomy were blurred. The photograph displays thousands of marchers in the district- just
a day after the President’s inauguration - holding up signs protesting against Trump’s past wrongdoings and
the inequality that people continue to face on the issues of sexual assault, reproductive rights, racial inequality,
LGBTQ+ discrimination, and healthcare reform.
The 2017 Women’s March was one of the most prominent and monumental moments in American history
32
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where people from different backgrounds came together to freely express the injustice that continues to lie in our
nation. With the exhibit altering the signs from the march, it takes away a vital aspect of the movement and the
anger that the protestors felt. An image can not be fully understood if even bits of it are covered from the audience. The removal of these elements not only strips away the entire message behind the march, but it disrespects
and invalidates the protestors’ voices and beliefs.
Many of the protestors could have had some form of connection with the issues that they are protesting against,
and by blocking the bolded words painted on their signs, this delivers a message that their stance is unimportant
and something that can be easily disregarded when their fight is what makes the country powerful and resilient.
It’s vital that this issue be addressed in a way that respects those who took part in the march and celebrates the
courage that marchers had in January’s frigid cold three years ago, rather than erasing their message.

WHY WE SHOULD SUPPORT HARRY & MEGHAN’S
DECISION TO LEAVE THE ROYAL FAMILY
By Aarushi Vyas
In case you haven’t heard, Prince Harry and his wife, Meghan Markle, the
Sussex, recently announced that they would be stepping back from
‘senior’ members of the royal family. Instead, they stated that they’d
become financially independent while still supporting the Queen. This
news all around the globe and caused waves of controversy. On one
support them for initiating their own independence and stepping back
of monarchy. However, many others disagree and argue that they are
abandoning the royal family. Meghan, especially, came under a lot
many blamed her as the reason for the couple’s departure. While
is subject to their own opinions, here are a few reasons why we
support the couple’s decision:
The media has always been biased against Meghan. In fact,
outlets have voiced their thoughts against her since
two were just dating. It is no secret that many media
diminished her for the same things they praised
dleton, the Duchess of Cambridge, for. According
on Vox, a recent poll suggested that a “significant
of people thought it was Markle’s decision, not one made
by Prince Harry” to leave the royal family.
It’s impossible for any of us to know what occurred on the
the conversations they had, which is why it’s unfair for anyone to
blame solely on Meghan.
The British monarchy is an outdated system. By choosing
leave that system, Harry and Meghan are setting an example
for a new era of royalty. British taxpayers, for example, were
responsible for paying for costs soaring in the millions of
both royal weddings. The monarchy spends a lot of money,
and all those expenses come from taxpayers.
Harry and Meghan aren’t completely leaving the royal
family. They’re only letting go of 5% of their current
income. The couple will still act as royal patrons
and be living in their home which was paid for by
British taxpayers. However, they are slowly taking a
step in the right direction.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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WHY WE NEED GENDER CONFIDENTIALITY

By Amira Pierotti
Gender confidentiality is the right to decide how, when, if, and to whom a person shares their gender identity
with. The Madison Metropolitan School District (MMSD) currently has a guidance that advises staff members to
not reveal a student’s gender to anyone without their consent (unless legally or contractually required). The Wisconsin Institute for Law & Liberty (WILL), a Milwaukee-based conservative group, has challenged this guidance
and has threatened to sue MMSD. MMSD has reaffirmed its support for the trans or gender-expansive community and is standing by the guidance.
We live in a transphobic world. Every day, transgender and gender-expansive individuals f ace discrimination
for being themselves. Part of this harassment is due to the lack of support for how trans individuals decide to
navigate this bigotry. One path is through gender confidentiality; by choosing when, where, how, to whom, or if
you reveal your gender, you can limit transphobic harrassment, be able to explore your gender without outside
pressure, and
feel confidence
and comfort
with your gender
before needing to
open the door to
discrimination.
It would be virtually impossible
to spend a day
at JMM without
hearing a transphobic comment.
Now, this might
be a microaggression-- a small
insult which may
not even have
the intent to
hurt others --but
still a reminder
that transgender
persons are not
recognized nor
welcomed. When
your teacher
welcomes ladies,
gentlemen, boys,
and girls they
erase any enby,
agender, or other
gender-expansive individuals.
When a teacher
says they do not
want anyone to take too long of a bathroom break, they fail to recognize that the two-- yes, only two --all-gender
stalls may be occupied. When someone misgenders you or uses the wrong pronouns, they erase you. When this
transphobia is intentional, that pain is even more excruciating. Gender confidentiality is a way to prevent that
targeted harm.
Sadly, violence, self harm, and homelessness are not uncommon. According to the Dane County Youth Assessment, those identifying as non-binary, gender fluid or other have hurt themselves at a rate 31.9-38.6% higher
than cisgender students. The average student body are 35.1-39.2% more likely to have attempted suicide within
12 months before the surve and 8.3-13.5% have been physically harmed by their parent or guardian. These numbers are staggering. Gender confidentiality is a way for individuals to protect themselves. We must support their
choice because doing so supports their safety.
One big misconception about gender confidentiality is that it is malevolent. Some see gender confidentiality as
intentional lying about gender identity; when in reality, it is protection from hatred. Gender is confusing. It is
an ever-changing multi-dimensional spectrum that is too difficult to explain in an entire book, let alone a high
schooler’s opinion piece; that is exactly why we need gender confidentiality. People need time to find themselves
in this terrifyingly large sea of possible identities. We are kids whether we want to be or not. Our new-found independence is incredible, but we are not invincible. Gender confidentiality is not a lie, rather, it is armor. It is the
bubble that pushes away pressure from others and oneself. It is the magic that against all odds lets the protagonist
finish their quest and find the confidence they never knew they could have. If and when a loved one is ready, they
will tell you if they have found or are still finding their gender. But for now, simply wait.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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CHINA IS IMPROPERLY
HANDLING THE
CORONAVIRUS

By Eliana Sauer
As the new coronavirus has been raging rampant in
China, questions have arisen over whether the handling of this disease is proper. Chinese President Xi
Jinping went onstage at the Great Hall of the People
in Beijing in late January and preached how well he
had done of steering China through another year.
As he spoke, the city of Wuhan, home to 11 million
people was being locked down, and over 800 people
had already died from the new coronavirus outbreak.
President Xi has been shockingly absent throughout
the crisis and placed the country’s second in command,
Li Keqiang, in charge of a leadership group that is
handling the crisis. This move effectively took Mr. Xi
out of the equation and made Mr. Li the public face at
the head of the epidemic. Another questionable move
by Mr. Xi is his blatant refusal to acknowledge the
problem. When the first connection was made to the
Wuhan market where the outbreak originated, the
first thing the government did was cleanse the market.
With no samples there is virtually no hope of finding
a direct cause of this outbreak and so it will be much
harder to find how to stop the spread at its source.
The Chinese government is unwilling to tell its citizens unpleasant news, and this then keeps them in the
dark and prevents them from taking necessary steps to
protect their health. This also led to urgent cleanout
of the market where the new coronavirus originated,
which stopped the possibility of finding and treating
the source of the disease. China’s government is ill
equipped to handle a disease of this magnitude, and
they are unwilling to try and change their ways for fear
of assuming weak.

West Towne

Looking for more
than just a job?
Begin your
adventure with us!
Apply @
chickfilaleader.com

Benefits:
Competitive pay
Flexible hours
Closed on Sunday
College scholarship
opportunities

Hiring:
All shifts - AM/PM
Team members
Open Monday-Saturday
14 years old or older

WANT YOUR
VOICE TO BE
HEARD?

JOIN THE SWORD &
SHIELD!

Mondays, during lunch in
the Photo Lab!
Can’t wait to see you
there!
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OPEN A

STUDENT FREE CHECKING
OR SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and get

1

2

free
lunch!

3

You’ve got dreams and goals. Summit Credit Union is here to help
you achieve them with a Student Free Checking or savings account.
Open an account at Summit and get a free debit card. Plus, free
mobile everything!
• Check your balance on the go
• Deposit checks with mobile deposit
• Pay with your phone through Apple Pay, Google Pay
and Samsung Pay
And, if you open a Student Free Checking or savings account
by March 27, you’ll get a $10 gift card to Taco Bell, Culver’s,
Noodles & Company or Milio’s Sandwiches!3

STOP BY SUMMIT, RIGHT IN YOUR SCHOOL, TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY!

Insured by NCUA. New members only. Offer valid until 3/27/2020. 1 Minimum to open a

Student Free Checking account is $25. Only one Student Free Checking account per person allowed.
Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account. 2 Primary savings: minimum to open is $5. Annual
Percentage Yield (APY) as of 12/2/2019 is 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum balance to obtain APY
is $25.3 Gift card will be distributed at account opening. Only one per member. © Summit Credit Union 2019.
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